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Abst rac t  
By applying descriptive set theory we get several facts on the fine struc- 

ture of regular w-languages considered by K.Wagner. We present quite 
different, shorter proofs for main his results and get new results. Our 
description of the fine structure is new, very clear and automata-free. We 
prove also a closure property of the fine structure under Boolean opera- 
tions. Our results demonstrate deep interconnections between descriptive 
set theory and theory of w-languages. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Regular w-languages were introduced by J.R.Biichi in the sixties and studied by 
many people including B.A.Trakhtenbrot,  R.McNaughton and M.O.Rabin. The 
subject quickly developed into a rich topic with several deep applications. For 
the history and references on the subject see e.g. [Th90,St87,Wa79]. We assume 
acquaintance with some basic concepts, notation and results in this field, all of 
them may be found in the cited papers. 

One of branches of the discussed topic deals with the classifications of regular 
w-languages by means of topology, hierarchies and reducibilities. A series of 
papers culminated with the paper [Wa79] giving in a sense the finest possible 
classification. Its formulation needs some notions. 

Let X be a finite nontrivial alphabet (for simplicity assume that  X = {xlx < 
k} for a natural  number k > 1). Let X* and X ~ denote respectively the sets of 
all words and of all w-words (i.e. sequences v : w --+ X)  over X. For B, C C X w , 
B is said to be DA-reducible to C (in symbols B <OA C), if B = f - l ( C )  for 
some function f : X ~ --+ X ~ computed by a deterministic asynchronous finite 
transducer (this relation was studied in [Wa79]). The relation <DA is clearly 
a preordering, and the join B (9 C gives as usual the supremum of B and C 
under this relation. By =--DA we denote the induced equivalence relation which 
gives rise to the structure of DA-degrees. Our notation and terminology on 

*This work was done at the University of Heidelberg supported by the Alexander yon 
Humboldt Foundation. 
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reducibilities are standard and applicable to several modifications of the intro- 
duced notions which will be studied further on. Let w W be the supremum of 
ordinals w k, k < w. One of the main results from [Wa79] may be now reformu- 
lated as follows. 

1.1. T h e o r e m  ([Wa79]). There are regularw-languages A , ( ,  < w ~) such 
that A~ ~19A Aa and As  @ ft~ <DA A~ for all ~ < t3 < w ~, and any regular 
w-language is DA-equivalent to one of Aa, Aa ~ fi~(a < ww). 

Note that we denote ordinals by 4,13, % . . .  while w-words--by p, u, ~, . . . .  
An immediate corollary of Theorem 1.1 is the following assertion in which 

7~ denotes the class of all regular w-languages. For a class ,4 of w-languages (i.e. 
of subsets of XW), the structure (,4; _<Da) is said to be almost well-ordered, if 
it is well founded and for all B, C E ,4 either B <DA C or C <DAB.  To any 
such a structure an ordinal may be related in the usual way. 

1.2. Corol la ry  ([Wa79]). The structure (~; <Oa) is almost well-ordered 
with the corresponding ordinal w ~ 

The next fact follows from the constructiveness of the proof in [Wa79]. 
1.3. Corol la ry  ([Wa79]). (i) There is an algorithm computing from (a 

Muller automaton for) a regular w-language B the (notation of the) language 
from 1.1 DA-equivalent to B. 

(it) The DA-reducibility on 7~ coincides with the Wadge reducibility (i.e. with 
the reducibility <CA by functions continuous in the Cantor topology on the set 

Our paper presents an alternative proof of the results stated above which 
are shorter than the quite complicated proofs from [Wa79]. The reason why 
it is possible is the fact that we use some nontrivial facts on Wadge degrees, 
on determinateness of games from [BL69] and on the so called fine hierarchy 
introduced by me in [Se83] in the context of recursion theory and then applied 
to some other fields in several subsequent publications. Our paper contains 
also alternative proofs of some other results from [Wa79] as well as several new 
results, e.g. an interesting closure property of the hierarchy in 1.1 under the 
Boolean operations. 

Our proof of 1.1 (as well as of other facts from [Wa79]) gives additional 
information as compared with the proof of K.Wagner, namely: 

(i) it gives the estimation of sets from 1.1 in the structure of Wadge degrees 
of Borel sets (which is known to be almost well-ordered under <CA); 

(it) it gives a very clear algebraic description of the hierarchy from 1.1; 
(iii) our description of the hierarchy in 1.1 is automata-free (as far as we 

see, the paper [Wa79] does not provide an automata-free description). 
So our revision of [Wa79] is not just a simplification. It uses different method- 

ology and is an automata-free supplement to [Wa79]. 
Though our paper implies most of the results from [Wa79], it by no means 

covers the paper [Wa79] completely. That paper contains e.g. sophisticated 
constructions on automata which are interesting in their own right. 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sections 2- -5  we formulate 
some auxiliary facts most of which are known, and in Section 6 we prove our 
main results. 

2 Wadge Hierarchy of Borel Sets 

Here we summarize some notation and well-known facts on Borel hierarchy and 
Wadge reducibility which are useful further on. 

Let B denote the class of Borel subsets of X ~, i.e. the least class containing 
the open sets and closed under complementation and countable union. These 
sets can be classified in a hierarchy the lowest levels of which are as follows: G 
and F are the classes of open and closed sets, respectively; G6 (F~) is the class 
of countable intersections (unions) of open (resp. closed) sets; G~o (Fo6) is the 
class of countable unions (intersections) of G6- (resp, of F~-) sets, and so on. 

In notation of hierarchy theory, 2]o o = G M F is the class of clopen sets, 
2]o = G, S ~ = Fr 2]0 = G ~ ,  2]0 = F~6~ and so on, I I  ~ = {/}]B e 2]o} is 
the dual class for 2] ~ and A~ n = 2]~ n MII~ The sequence {2]~ is known as 
the finite Borel hierarchy. It may be in a natural  way extended on all countable 
ordinals; the resulting sequence, called the Borel hierarchy, exhausts the class 
B. 

Recall that  a class A of sets is said to have the reduction property, if for all 
Bo, B1 E .A there are disjoint B~, B~ E .A such that  B~ C Bi and B0 U B1 -= 
B~ U B~. For B, C C X ~, let B @ C = {0 ./~, i. vI0 < i < k,/~ e B, ~ E C} (recall 
that  we assume X = {z l z  < k}, 1 < k < w, and use some almost s tandard 
notat ion on words and w-words). A set B is called selfdual, if B <CA /3. A 
set B be is called 2]~ , if B e 2]o and any 2]~ is CA-reducible 
to B; similarly one can define completeness for other classes of sets and other 
redicibilities. Let us state some well-known properties of the introduced notions. 
Proofs may be found e.g. in [MOB0]. 

2.1. P r o p e r t i e s .  (i) For any n, the class ]~~ n contains O,X ~, is closed 
under U, f'l, is closed downwards under <CA and has the reduction property. 

0 (ii) Any level 21~ has a universal set which is ~,~+l.complete and not 
selfdual. 

o and for > 0 the inclusion is strict. (iii) For any n, ~~  n U II ~ C__ An+l,  n 
(iv) For all B, C C X '~, B @ C is the supremum orB  and C under <CA. 
(v) For any B C X ~, the set B ~ [~ is selfdual. 
Now let us formulate some more sophisticated properties of Wadge reducibil- 

ity and of one of its modifications defined as follows. A set B is called Lipschitz 
reducible to a set C (in symbols B <cs  C), i fB  = f - l ( C )  for a synchronous con- 
tinuous function f :  X ~ --~ X ~ (.i.e. a function satisfying f (~)(n)  = ~(~[n + 1]), 
where ~ : X* --+ X and ~[n + 1] is the initial segment of ~ of length n + 1). Note 
that  for uniformity we use notation for Wadge and Lipschitz reducibilities from 
[Wa79] which is different from notation in descriptive set theory. Of course, 
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< c s  implies <CA. By (Bo, B1) <CA (Ao, An) we denote the fact that for some 
continuous function f it holds Bi = f - l (C i ) ,  i < 2. Define the sets U0, U1 by 
Ui = Un<~O 2n+i " 1. X ~ i < 2. For the proofs of the next assertions see e.g. 
[VW76]. 

2.2. P r o p e r t i e s .  (i) For any B E B, B <cs  B iff B <~CA B. 
(it) The structures (B; <cs)  and (B; <ca) are almost well-ordered. 
(iii) The sets Uo, U1 are open and disjoint, and for all open disjoint sets 

Yo, it holds (Vo, Yl) <ca (Uo, UI). 

3 Regular w-Languages 
Here we summarize some facts on regular sets most of which are known. Let 

= (u0, Ul) be the code of the pair of w-words defined by ~(2n + i) - ui(n), i < 
2; in the same way one can code longer tuples of w-words. Note that this 
coding provides a homeomorphism between X ~ x X ~ and X ~. Along with 
the reducibility <~DA from Introduction we consider the reducibility _<DS by 
deterministic synchronous finite transducers which is defined in the obvious 
way and which was also studied in [Wa79]. Note that  <_DS implies <DA, and 
these relations are effective versions of <cs and <CA, respectively. Recall that 
7~ denotes the class of all regular w-languages. 

The assertions (i)--(vii) below are well-known (see [Th90,Wa79,SW74]) 
while the assertion (viii) is evident. 

3.1. P r o p e r t i e s .  (i) The class 7~ is closed under Boolean operations. 
(it) Any regular set is a Boolean combination of regular Fa-sets. 
(iii) The classes of regular open and of regular Fo-sets are closed under U, fq 

and are downward closed under <_On. 
(iv) There are regular sets in G \ F and Fa \ G,. 
(v) The relations <_DS and <_cs on Tt coincide. 
(vi) The class of regular sets in Fq N G~ coincides with the class of Boolean 

combinations of regular open sets. 
(vii) A regular set B is F~ iff B = {~ : Ig(~) C T )  for a deterministic finite 

automaton g = IX, Z, f ,  z0] and a set of states T C_ Z, where IA(~) is the set of 
states which occur infinitely often when A runs along ~ starting from the initial 
state zo E Z. 

(viii) The "projections" (uo, . . . , uk ) ~-* ui are computable by deterministic 
asynchronous finite transducers. 

Note that  the proofs of these facts were given before [Wa79] and do not use 
that  paper (the assertion (v) was indeed proved in [Wa79] but it follows also 
from [BL69], see Remark 3 at the end of [WaT9]). 

The next assertion seems formally new but it follows from the known proofs 
and constructions. 

3.2. P r o p o s i t i o n .  (i) The classes of regular open and of regular Fa-sets 
have the reduction property. 
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(ii) Every two disjoin't regular G,-sets Ao and A1 are separable by a Boolean 
combination of regular open sets (i.e. Ao C_. F C_ Ai  for a Boolean combination 
F of regular open sets). 

P r o o f .  (i) Let Bi, i < 2, be regular open sets. By a result of L.Staiger (see 
[Wa79]), Bi = Wi �9 X t~ for some regular sets of words Wi C_ X*. Let 

W~ = {a E WolVb f- a(b r W1)}, W~ -" {a E WllVb E a(b r W0)} 

and B~ = W [ - X  ~ . Then the sets B~, B~ clearly reduce Bo, Bi  and are open. 
By considering the product of the automata  recognizing the sets W0 and Wi 

B0, B i are regular too. one easily sees that  the sets W~, W~ are regular, hence ' ' 
For the case of regular F,,-sets Bo, Bi  C X ~, choose an automaton ,4 = 

[X, Z, f ,  z0] such that  there are sets To, Ti C_ Z satisfying Bi = {~: 1.4(~) C 7~}. 
Then Bof]B i  = {~ : I~t(~) _ ToATi} .  

Let A'  = [X, Z • {0, 1}, f ' ,  (zo, 1)] where 

(/(z,  =), 2 - k) 
f'((z, k), =) = (f(z, 2 - k) 

, i f k  = 0 A f ( z , x )  r To, 
, i f k  = 1 ^ f ( z , z )  q~T1, 
, otherwise. 

By cases one easily checks that  the sets B~ = {~ : I~,(~) C_ (hq x {i})}, i < 1, 
reduce the sets B0, Bi.  

(ii) The sets Bi = Ai are Fa, so they are reduced by some regular F~,-sets 
B~, i < 1. We have B~ f'lB~ = 0 and B~ U B~ = X ~ (because B0 U Bi = X~ So 
the sets B~ are in F~ AG6. By 3.1.(vi), both these sets are Boolean combinations 
of regular open sets, hence the set F = B~ has the desired property. This 
completes the proof. 

4 F i n e  H i e r a r c h y  

Here we summarize some facts on the abstract version of the fine hierarchy 
considered in a series of my papers. The proofs are elementary but  some of 
them are not at all trivial. 

Let (B; U, gl,-, 0, 1) be a Boolean algebra. By a base (in B) we mean any 
sequence {L,~}n<~ of sublattices of (B; U, f3, 0, 1) satisfying Ln 0 Ln c Ln+i, 
where Ln = {ala E Ln}. Note that  by Stone Representation Theorem we may 
think of the L,,'s as of classes of sets. 

4.1. De f in i t i on .  (i) A base L is interpolable, if  for all n < w any two dis- 
joint elements a, b E Ln+l are separable by a Boolean combination c of elements 
oiL,,  5.e. a C e C b ) .  

(ii) A base L is reducible, if  any Ln has the reduction property. 
We need an operation Bisep on subsets of B defined by 

Bisep(X, Y0, Yi, Y2) = {x0YoUxiYl UE'0s E X, yj E Yj, xoziYo = x0xlYi}, 
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where xoyo stand for x0 fq Y0. This operation generilizes the following operation 
from [Lo83] used for a description of some levels of the Wadge hierarchy: 

Now we define a notion which will be the main technical instrument in further 
considerations. It uses the ordinal Co -- sup{w, w ~, ww*,. . .} .  

4.2. D e f i n i t i o n .  By the fine hierarchy over L we mean the sequence 
{S~}a<eo, where S~ = S ~ and the classes S~(n < w) are defined by induc- 
tion on c~: S~ = {0); Sn~, = S~ +1 for 7 > 0; S~+ I = Bisep( Ln, S~,S~,S~ ) " "n for 

all t3 < co, and S~+~ = Bisep(L, ,  n "n n S~, S~, S ~ )  for 7 > 0 and 13 of the form 
> O. 

Definition uses some ordinal arithmetic as described e.g. in [KM67]. To see 
that  this definition is correct note that  every nonzero ordinal ~ < c0 is uniquely 
representable in the form c~ = w 70 + . . . + w  "~k for a finite sequence 70 >__ "'" >__ 7k 
of ordinals < o~. Applying 4.2 we subsequently get Sn~o, Swn,o+oj~x,..., S~. The 
classes S~' for n > 0 play a technical role, they are among the classes S~. 

Let us formulate some technical properties of the introduced notions. The 
proofs may be found in [Se89,Segl] and, in a systematized form, in [Seg?]. 

4.3. P r o p e r t i e s .  (i) I r a  < fl < Co then S~ C_ S~ fl S~. 
(ii) For any n < w, {S~},<,o is the difference hierarchy over Ln, i.e. S~ = 

{0} and S'~+ x -- {aula e S~, u e L ,} .  
(iii) Classes of the fine hierarchy over a reducible base L coincide with the 

corresponding classes obtained by using the operation bisep in place of Bisep. 
(iv) I f  L is interpolable then So n S~ = uz<~(S  z u Sp) for all limit ordinals 

a < c 0 .  
(v) zfz is reducible then, for all < Co, Sp+  is the class of elements 

aouoUalUlj where a0,~ 1 E S/~, u0, Ul E Lo anduoul = 0, u0 Uul  - 1. 
The fine hierarchy as defined above may seem at first glance ad hoc. In 

[Se9?] we have given an especially natural and clear description of it in terms of 
the Boolean operations. Let T be the set of terms in the language {U, fq,-, 0, 1) 
with variables v~ (k, n < w). Relate to any t E T the set t(L) of all values of t 
when the variables v~(k < w) range over Ln for all n < w. The next result from 
[Se94,Seg?] relates these classes to the levels of the fine hierarchy over L. The 
proof is elementary, though rather technical. 

4.4. T h e o r e m .  For any reducible base L, {Sa,Sa[o~ < e0} = {t(L)lt ~ T}.  
There are algorithms computing from any ordinal ~ < Co a corresponding term 
t E T and vice versa. 

5 E x a m p l e s  of  F ine  Hierarchy  

In our publications one could find several examples of the fine hierarchy with 
applications. Here we consider two concrete examples of the fine hierarchy 
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relevant to the topic of this paper. By 2.1, L 0 = {~ ,+ l}n<~  is a reducible base. 
Let {Sa) be the fine hierarchy over this base. The hierarchy {S~} is clearly a 
fragment of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets; in [Se9?] we proved that  the 
hierarchy {S~} is just the finite version of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets. 

Let Bn be a ~]~ set for any n < w. Relate to the sequence {Bn} 
the sets A~(n < •) by induction on ~ < ~0 as follows: A~ = 0, A~, = A~ +a, 
A~+ 1 = {(/l, v, ~) l(/l e U o A v  e A~) V (# E U1 A~ r A~)}, and A~+~, = 
{{~, v,r e U0^v e g~) V (V ~ U~ ̂ r r A~) V(V r (U0 UU~)Ap e C~a,)}, 
where the ordinals satisfy the same conditions as in Definition 4.2 and U0, [/1 
are the sets from 2.2. 

Let us state some properties of the introduced objects. 
5.1. P r o p o s i t i o n .  (i) For any ~ < ~o, ~he class ,S~ is downward closed 

under <ca and has a universal set. 
(it) For any c~ < so, the set A~ is Sa-complete with respect to <CA and is 

not selfdual. 
P roo f .  By induction on c~ one easily checks the assertion (i) for Sn(n < w), 

so (i) is true. As is well-known from descriptive set theory, (i) implies that  the 
universal set is not selfdual. 

The evident induction shows that  And E S n for all n, a,  so it remains to 
reduce any D E 82 to A~. This is also by induction. The cases ~ = 0, w ~ are 
trivial. The remaining cases are considered similarly to one another, so consider 
only the case a = /3  + 1. By 4.3.(iii), D = DoVo U DIVI for some O0,/9~ E S~ 
and disjoint open sets V0, V1. By 2.2 and induction hypothesis, (V0, V1) <CA 
(Uo, U~), Do <CA A~ and D~ <CA A~. Let f ,  g0 and g~ be continuous functions 
witnessing these reductions. Then the function ~ ~ (y(V), go(v), g~(V)) CA- 
reduces D to A~. The set universal in 82 is clearly S2-complete , so it is CA- 
equivalent to An~, hence A~ is not selfdual. This completes the proof. 

Now consider our second example. Let /:0 = T~ fq G, s = 7~ M Fq and 
~.n+2 = T~. By 3.1, l: = {s is a reducible base, so we can construct the 
fine hierarchy {7~} over Z:. Note that  T~, = T~ for ~ > w ~ , hence the classes 
7 ~  are interesting only for ~ < w ~. By 3.1.(it) and 4.3.(ii), O ~ < ~ 7 ~  = 7~. It 
is clear also that  7~a C 8a for all a < s0. 

Let B0, B1 be regular sets respectively from G \ F and F ,  \ G , ,  see Properties 
3.1. Let As = A~ a < w W, be sets constructed from B0, B1 as described above 
(note that  the construction for a < w ~ needs only the sets Bo, B1). By 5.1, 
any A ,  is S~-complete and not selfdual. Repeating the proof of 5.1 we get the 
following "effective" version of this assertion. 

5.2. P r o p o s i t i o n .  (i) For any ~ < ~ ,  the class ~ is downward closed 
under ~DA. 

(it) For any o~ < w ~, ~he set A~ is 7~-complete with respect to <DA and 
Ace ~DA ~lce. 

The introduced fine hierarchy of regular sets has several other interesting 
properties. We consider them in the next Section. 
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6 M a i n  R e s u l t s  

Now we are able to prove our main results. 
P r o o f  of  1.1. By 5.2, the sets in 1.1 (defined as in 5.2) are ordered as 

stated in 1.1. It remains to show that any E E 7~ is DA-equivalent to one 
of A~,f t~ ,A~ ~ ft~(a < w~). By 3.1.(ii) and 4.3.(ii), E e T~ U T ~  for some 
c~ < w ~ Choose the least such a. By 4.3.(i), one of the following alternatives 
holds: 

By 3.2.(ii), the base L from the end of Section 5 is interpolable. B y  4.3.(iv), 
in the third alternative the ordinal a must be a successor, say a = ~ + 1. It 
suffices to show that for the Mternatives in (1) we respectively have E =DA Aa, 
E ='DA f~a and E --=DA Ap @ ~]Z. 

Assume first that E E 7 ~  \ 7~ .  By 5.2, E ~'DA Aa, so it remains to show 
A~ <_DA E. Suppose the contrary, then A a ~ D s  E and (by 3.1.(v)) Aa ~ c s  E. 
By 2.2.(ii),/~ _<cs Aa, hence/~ ~DS Aa, E ~DA Aa and (by 5.2) E E 7~ .  A 
contradiction. 

The second Mternative is dual to the first one, so it remains to consider the 
third alternative. By the argument from preceding paragraph, A~, Ap _<DA E, 
so A~ @ _~ ~_~DA E and it remains to show that E ~DA Aa @ A~. By 4.3.(v), 
E -- EoVot.IE1V1 for some E0, E1 E ~ and V0, 1/1 e L0 with VoV1 =- $, VoUV1 = 
X ~. Then V0 = 1/1 and V0 is clopen, so 1/o = W .  X ~ for a finite set W _C X*. 
By 5.2, there are deterministic asynchronous finite automata .A0,.A1 reducing 
respectively E0 to A~ and E1 to A~. It is an easy exercise to construct a 
deterministic asynchronous finite automaton reducing E to A z �9 AZ. This 
completes the proof. 

The proof shows that the hierarchy {7~a)a<w~ coincides with the hierar- 
chy from the end of [Wa79] for DA-reducibility. This gives very clear, purely 
algebraic and automata-free description of this hierarchy. 

P r o o f  of  1.3. (i) By 3.1.(v) and 2.2.(ii), for all regular w-languages B, C, 
one of the conditions B _<Ds C, C' _<Ds B holds. By a result in [BL69], 
there is an algorithm computing which one of the conditions holds (because the 
condition B _<DS C may be written as a sequential finite-state condition, see 
Remark 3 at the end of [Wa79]). This algorithm together with the proof of 1.1 
yields a desired algorithm. 

(ii) By 1.1, it suffices to show that the relations ~CA and <_9A coincide on 
the class {A~, A~, A~ @A~ l a < w}. But this follows from 5.1 and 5.2 completing 
the proof. 

The next result states close relationship between hierarchies from Section 
5. This is an interesting fact because its analogs for other examples of the fine 
hierarchy usually fail. 

6.1. Theo rem.  For any ~ < w w, 7~a = T~ N 3a. 
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Proof .  The inclusion from left to right is trivial, so consider the converse 
inclusion. By 1.1, it suffices to show that if one of the sets Ap, _4p, Ap @ AZ (fl < 
w) is in S~ then it is in 7~.  But this follows from 1.3.00 , 5.1 and 5.2 completing 
the proof. 

Theorem 1.1 describes the structure (7~;<_DA). In [Wa79] there is also a 
similar description of the structure (7~; _<DS). We can give an equivalent shorter 
description. For all a < w ~ and k < w, let B~ = {0 k+l .A~, a.A~la 6 X k+l, a # 
0k+l}, where X k+l is the set of words from X* of length k + 1. 

6.2. T h e o r e m .  (i) For all ce < fl < w ~ and k < w, A~ ~DS Aa and 
As,-4~ <DS B~ <DS B~ +1 <DS A~,/]~. 

(ii) Any E 67~ is DS-equivalent to one of A a , l a ,  B~(~ < w~ <w).  
Proof .  First we check that for any F 6 Tr F <DA A~ iff F <~DS Ac~. 

Nontrivial is only the implication from left to right. Suppose it is false, so 
F _<DA A~ and F/~DS A~. By 3.1.(v) and 2.2.(ii), .4a <_DS F, hence .4~ <_DA 
Aa. A contradiction. Note that the same argument proves also the equivalence 
A~ ~_DA F iff A~ <DS F, as well as the analogs of the both equivalences with 
_4~ in place of Aa. 

Now we prove (i). The condition A~ /~os -4~ follows from 5.2. For any 
k < w, Ac~ @ .4~ =-DA Bka, hence, by the preceding paragraph, Aa,fi~ <DS 

R k+l The condition B~ <DS Ap,JiZ. It remains to prove that B~ <DS --~ �9 
B~ <DS B~ +~ is clear while the condition B~ +1 I~DS B~ follows from Lemma 
1 in [BL69] (consider the finite-state condition {(#, u)l # e B~ ~ v 6 B~+I}). 

The assertion (ii) is proved as in the proof of 1.1. For the first two alternatives 
in (1) we have respectively E =--Ds A~ and E ~-DS Aa, by the remarks trom 
the beginning of this proof. For the third alternative, consider representations 
for E and V0 from the proof of 1.1. Let k < w satisfies W C_ X ~+1. The class 
{(a.  X ~) f3 Ela 6 X k+l} coincides, modulo DS-equivalence, with {A#,A~} 
(otherwise S 6 7~ U 7~).  From this one easily deduces that E =Ds B~. This 
completes the proof. 

6.3. Corollary.  The structure (7~; <DS) is almost well-ordered with the 
corresponding ordinal w ~ but it is not isomorphic to the structure (7~; <_DA). 

Note that the argument above is very similar to that in the proof of properties 
of the Lipschitz reducibility in [VW76]. 

^k A good deal of [Wa79] treats the so called coarse structure {Cn ~, Dnk}. It 
turns out that the coarse structure is a fragment of the hierarchy {7~} having 
especially nice and easy description in terms of Boolean operations. For classes 
of sets ,4 and B, let A + B  = { A A B I A  E A , B  G B}, where/k is the symmetric 
difference. Define classes 79~(a < w 2) as follows: 790 = {0}, 79k+1 = s  "+s 
(k + 1 < w members in the sum), 79,~.(k+1) =/~t  + ' "  + / : t  (k + 1 < w members 
in the sum), and 79~.(k+1)+z+~ = 79o~.(~+1) + 79t+1 for k, l < w, where s s are 
the classes from 5.2. The next result follows from [Wa79, Theorem 15], and 
results from [Se94]. 

~ + t  ~ + 1  = 79,~.(~.+1)+~, 6.4. T h e o r e m .  For all n, k < ~, "~,+1 = 79~.~,+~, ~'~,+~ 
79~ = T~k and 79w'(n+D+~ = T~o~-+~.(t~+l). 
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We conclude the paper by the following corollary of 4.4 and 3.2.(i). This 
result gives probably the clearest possible description of the classes 7~a in terms 
of s Let 7"1 be the set of Boolean terms with variables v~, v~(k < w). 

6.5. Theo rem.  It holds {T~ ,7~[a  < w ~} = {t(Z;)[t e T1}. 
The next corollary of 6.5 (for details see [Se9?]) states a natural closure prop- 

erty of the collection {7~a, 7~al a < w"~}. Relate to any term s = s(x0, . . . ,  xn-1) 
in the language {U, f'l,, 0, 1} an n-ary operation Fs on classes of sets as follows: 

Fs(Ao,. . .  ,An- l )  = {s(a0, . . . ,  a,_l)lai e Ai}. 

E.g., for s = x0 f'lxl we have F,(Ao,A1) = {a0 fqallai E Ai}. 
6.6. Corollary.  The collection {T~a,7~a]a < w ~ is closed under the op- 

erations Fs, and the structure formed by this collection and these operations is 
recursive. 

6.7. Remark .  In [Wa79] conditions on Muller automaton were found 
equivalent to the condition that the corresponding regular w-language belongs 
to a given level of the coarse structure. Recently, we found similar conditions 
for all levels of the fine hierarchy, as well as for the hierarchy generated by 
DS-reducibility. Proofs of these results should appear somewhere else. 
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